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ABSTRACT: 

 Women’s security could be a crucial issue in today’s world and it’s significantly required for each individual to be acting over such a difficulty. This document 

describes a GPS primarily based “Women Security System” gives the mixture of GPS device yet as provide alerts associated messages with an emergency button 

trigger whenever someone is in bother they could not have such a lot time, all that they need to try and do is generate a distress emergency signal by shaking up 

their phone. Our system provides realizable, value effective answer to drawback detection. currently days thanks to recently happened cases like rape by drivers 

or colleagues, felony etc., girls security, particularly girls security has become the foremost priority of the planet. System uses the worldwide Positioning System 

(GPS) technology to seek out out the situation of ladies. the knowledge of ladies position provided by the device may be viewed on Google maps victimization 

net or specialized package. we have a tendency to concentrate on the projected model which will be wont to manage the matter of security issue of ladies 

victimization GPS primarily based following system.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Women area unit adept at mobilizing numerous teams for a typical cause. They typically work across ethnic, religious, political, and cultural divides to 

market peace. we have a tendency to area unit all aware of importance of safety of women's however we have a tendency to should understand that they 

must be properly protected. Women's don't seem to be as physically robust as men, in associate emergency state of affairs a aid would be a relief for 

them. The simplest thanks to minimize your probabilities of changing into a victim of violent crime (robbery, regulatory offense, rape, domestic 

violence) is to spot and invoke resources to assist you out of dangerous things. whether or not you're in immediate bother or get separated from friends 

throughout an evening out and don't acumen to urge home, having these apps on your phone will cut back your risk and convey help after you would 

like it. though many were originally developed for college kids to scale back the  danger of regulatory offense on field, they're appropriate for all girls 

within the light-weight of recent outrage in Delhi that barrel the state and woke United States to the security problems for our daughters, individuals 

area unit power train up in numerous ways that to fight back. A host of recent apps are developed to produce security systems to girls on their phones. 

Here we have a tendency to introduce associate app that ensures the security of ladies.  

 This helps to spot and invoke resources to assist the one out of dangerous things. These cut back risk and convey help after we would like it and 

facilitate United States to spot the situation of the one in peril. This app designed to produce security to girls main purpose of this app to produce the 

notice on the time of crucial state of affairs for ladies. usually user will activate this service by adding the emergency contacts victimization the 

emergency contacts icon within the app. While in emergency the user would got to shake up his/her telephone, then a distress signal(SOS) can 

mechanically got generated from the user finish and send SMS to those contacts that has been saved at the time of registration. The SMS contains your 

message and your precise location. 

 II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

The cases of harassment and rapes on girls square measure increasing therefore security issue for such lady is a lot of important. So, it's essential to 

develop a system to produce security to girls. during this he devised a system permits women to guard themselves from attackers. In recent days the 

attacks on girls square measure increasing and generally they're not even ready to take their mobile and dial-up to police, this system can facilitate girls 

in such things to tell concerning attacks and conjointly in giving their actual location to a close-by police station for necessary action. In this, the author 

designed a tool, in that, by pressing the button of the device a message beside her location are transmitted by the system to the police office and her few 

relatives, so that they can get alert to her current scenario. He told that with that message she is additionally for his or her defensive purpose they can 

ready to provides a shock to the aggressor it'll be a lot of helpful to girls at that crucial scenario, this technique is designed because the defence 

instrumentality, it'll them to attack the attacker. So, she has a while to rescue herself from that. [1] .developed a security device to defend girls from 

vulnerable activity and lonely traveling on the road victimization IoT supported the fingerprint security methodology. This device alerts closure 

individuals yet as a police office, if any wrong or criminal movements with that girls. Saikumar et al. 

[2].planned a device to find a risky place and plenty of threats for ladies through IoT modules like Arduino UNO controller. therefore this controller is 
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additionally integrated with Bluetooth device, teaser and mechanical man app. however the general system is tracked the risky spot of the ladies with 

the assistance of GSM and GPS module. Ullah et al. [3].have designed AN IoT primarily based good system and mechanical man application that will 

track the closest location of the bus and police office victimization the GPS module. Similarly, the IR sensing element provides knowledge concerning 

seat handiness. however any girls harassment state of affairs occurred then press an alert button that offered in an exceedingly seat. once the button 

ironed, it forwards the message to the closest police office with this spot of the bus. Roy et al. [4].have made a wearable sensing element band that 

protects girls from varied threats like lonely walking on road and harassment. Whereas that band is meant through body sensing element, Bluetooth 

module, GPS, SMS and mobile information system that job followed by a supervised methodology of machine learning. Khandoker et al. [5].enforced a 

sensible security wearable ring for ladies supported IoT modules that connected with Raspberry Pi controller, Pi camera and buzzer. this technique is 

activated by pressing the button then the buzzer is enabled and also the camera has captured an image of offender or offender. so connected info 

forwards to police through a smartphone for taking protective action. Khandoker et al. 

I.EXISTING SYSTEM 

 As a section of literature survey, we have a tendency to investigated some applications that supply a similar or similar services for golem and different 

platforms. The aim is to envision however these applications work and to envision however they will be improved. Today the cases of atrocities on girls 

area unit growing. In these varieties of cases , a wise phone plays a vital role for safety of ladies. currently golem is budding on some apps for ladies 

security purpose. These apps area unit as follows –  

1. FIGHTBACK: - This app is developed by Mahindra faction. Fightback is an Associate India specific mobile app. On the Market For Choose 

Google, Blackberry, and  

Nokia smart phones. It uses Promptly on the market technologies on a smart phone for emergencies like GPRS,  

GPS, and SMS, to alter each time period following and to send alerts to five emergency contact.  

2.SECUREME BETA: - This app is developed by suppose MPI on sulting non-public restricted. It facilitates United States to boost alert and that we 

will get help just in case of life threatening emergencies. when putting in the app, ab initio we've to relinquish a PIN number for security purpose so 

when emergency contacts should be registered within the app. By pressing a faucet on secure button, it notifies the contacts with location co-ordinates.  

3.VANITHA ALERT: - This app is developed by ABC's Mobile Learning Communication click on '' HELP” button on our mobile's home screen in 

associate emergency state of affairs will deliver a distress text message to the registered mobile range ,E-mail id, face book id seeking facilitate and 

indicating the user's location.  

4.GLYMPSE – SHARE GPS LOCATION: this is often the recent application developed on Gregorian calendar month twenty eight, 2015. This app 

could be a quick, free and an easy thanks to share our location victimization GPS following in real time with friends and family. This app doesn't would 

like any check in and don't would like any contacts to manage.  

5.GUARDLY: - Guardly could be a free mobile application for smartphones which will facilitate students et al. sweet-faced with chemical analysis 

violence, abusive relationships or an easy want to feel safe once walking alone at nighttime. Guardly empowers its users by providing one-touch access 

to their personal safety network. merely launching Guardly on a smartphone can instantly establish a user's location and alert family, friends yet as field 

security (across the United States) that they're having associate emergency. With an extra faucet, you'll increase your state of affairs to 911 authorities.  

6.STREET SAFE: - This application is developed on worldwide Women's day. It will call community to help woman in any situation and has four 

features for crisis which would be started by just clicking on the button.  

 PROPSED SYSTEM  

The device can offer the position info like latitude, great circle of the user. The planned system is predicated on advanced sensors. Whenever the user 

shakes his/her phone, a signal can get generated mechanically so a message alert is distributed to the contacts that are supplementary within the 

emergency contacts list.  

BLOCK DIAGRAM:  

 
Fig. 1. Block Diagram for the Proposed System 

 

“Fig 1” shows the diagram of the system. Initially, once we click on the app, it 1st checks whether or not the situation settings, knowledge association 

settings within the application are on or not. Then, it tracks the situation of the victim via GPS and sends these location co-ordinates within the type of 

URL through message to the registered contacts. Here, registered contacts means that the contact details that are saved within the Rakshan-Secure the 

ladies application throughout its initialization. Now, at the received device, by clicking on the URL within the message, it spots the precise location of 

the victim. Also, because the message containing victim‟s location is distributed for each 5 minutes from the foundation device, the victim may be half-
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rack where she goes and may be reclaimed safely and quickly 

 OBJECTIVE  

 Track the current location of the person which has an android enabled mobile by extracting the longitude and latitude of that target person .  

 Women's safety involves strategies, practices and policies which aim to reduce gender-based violence (or violence against women), 

including women's fear of crime. Women's safety involves safe spaces  

 ADVANTAGES  

 It's Used For Safety of ladies .  

 Quick Transmission knowledge .  

 Straightforward to Use and Low price .  

 Feeling safe is to feel protected.  

 This Application Sends Live Location of the User.  

 FEATURES  

 This project presents associate degree alert system for girls safety detection.  

 the appliance is straightforward to use all the girl.  

 The system provides a realizable and economical  

 ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 2. Architecture System 

 

“Fig 2” shows the diagram of the system. In the Architecture many women in the world don't perceive the public realm as safe, welcome, or 

comfortable. This in turn makes them feel sceptical when allowing their children to access these spaces by themselves. In many places, women's fear of 

going out alone after dark means that they confine themselves indoors along with their children. This has a huge impact on women's and children's 

ability to engage in employment, education, civic     and community participation, and social and leisure activities. 

 

RESULT  

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

         

Fig. 3.1 Login 
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Fig. 3.1 shows when user launches the appliance in his/her phone, the terribly initial screen that lands is that the Login Screen. initial the user ought to 

register himself by coming into the main points because the individual name and phone range of the user.  

 

 

Fig.3.2 User Login 

Fig.3.2  shows entering the right details so as to check in, the confirmation code (OTP) are sent to the user at his/her various contact variety, 

successfully logged in by the user, main application pop window can open up that consists of the subsequent functions 

                         

 
Fig.3.3 Guardian Login 

 

Fig. 3.3 shows Guardian Registration is the care person of women who will get notification of alert and having authority to track location of user. 

guardian gets OTP for registration and gets all details from application.  
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Fig 3.4 Tracking 

Fig 3.4  shows the track Maine feature permits the user to look at the precise dynamic location of the victim. receivers finish. The receiver can settle for 

the request then his/her name can seem on the buddies you're following on all-time low of the appliance. The user may choose that friend from there 

then it'll get mechanically re-directed to the Google maps from wherever the user may read the precise location of the victim and additionally where's 

he/she heading to. 

 

 

Fig 3.5 Track Location 

Fig 3.5 shows Gives the Correct Location 

 

 CONCLUSIONS  

It may be finished that ladies may be powerful actors for peace, security, and prosperity. after they participate in peace processes and alternative formal 

decision-making processes, they will play a vital role in initiating and galvanizing progress on human rights, justice, national reconciliation and 

economic resurgence. they will conjointly build coalitions across ethnic and sectarian lines and speak up for marginalized and minority teams. 

investment in women's leadership is so good security also as good development.  
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